ABSTRACT
The growth of the Internet and of XML has dramatically affected the way information is exchanged and combined. An indicator of the extent is that every major database vendor has added XML support to their product. XML is changing the way databases are used, often in ways that database vendors would never have anticipated just a few years ago. Most commercial relational, object-relational, and object-oriented database systems offer extensions and other mechanisms to support the management of XML data. In addition to supporting XML within existing database management systems, we have seen the emergence of native XML databases. These are designed for seamless storage, retrieval, and manipulation of XML data and integration with related technologies, and have been proposed as a solution to the complex storage of XML structured data. While some researchers claim that native XML databases will play a major role in the database world, others claim that as soon as SQL databases have developed XML capabilities, native XML databases will cease to exist due to poor performance. This paper presents the results from a comparative investigation into the performance of a relational database against an existing native XML database. Benchmark tests are based on the XMark1 benchmark, are used to compare the relative performance.

INTRODUCTION
As the use of XML has grown, it is now generally accepted that XML is not only useful for describing new document formats for the Web but is also suitable for describing structured data. Examples of structured data include information that is typically contained in spreadsheets, program configuration files, and network protocols. XML is preferable to previous data formats because XML can easily represent both tabular data (such as relational data from a database or spreadsheets) and semi-structured data (such as a Web page or business document) (Obasanjo, 2003). Popular pre-existing formats such as comma separated value (CSV) files either work well for tabular data and handle semi-structured data poorly, or like RTF are too specialized for semi-structured text documents. This has led to the widespread adoption of XML as the lingua franca of information interchange.

As more and more organizations and systems employ XML within their information management and exchange strategies, classical data management issues pertaining to XML’s efficient and effective storage, retrieval, querying, indexing and manipulation arise. From this environment we have seen the emergence of native XML databases. These are designed for seamless storage, retrieval, and manipulation of XML data and integration with related technologies (Noordij, 2002). However, a number of questions arise regarding Native XML Database (NXD) technology. Does it represent a paradigm shift? More importantly, is the performance of NXD technology sufficient to provide an alternative to standard database technology, or will coexistence be the status quo?
and semantics are often lost when XML documents are retrieved and processed with SQL (Liotta, 2003).

**Benchmarking**

Basically, a benchmark is used to test the peak performance of a system. Different aspects of a system have varying importance in different domains. Hence it is important that a benchmark captures the characteristics of the system measured. To be useful, a domain-specific benchmark must meet four important criteria (Gray & Catell, 1993). It must be able to measure the peak performance of systems when performing typical operations within that problem domain; it should be easy to implement the benchmark on many different systems and architectures; it should be scalable; it should be understandable, otherwise it will lack credibility. There are many domain-specific benchmarks. And each of these is suitable for benchmarking elements of their own domain.

SQL domain benchmarks include:

- The Wisconsin benchmark is widely used to test the performance of relational query systems on simple relational operators (Bitton, DeWitt, & Turbyfill, Nov 1983).
- The AS3AP benchmark provides a more complete evaluation of relational database systems by incorporating features such as testing utility functions, mix batch and interactive queries (Turbyfill, Sep. 1987).
- The Set Query benchmark is used for testing the ability of systems to process very complex queries and is representative in data mining environments (O’Neil, 1993).
- TPC-D is used for on-line transaction processing (OLTP), and the most recent TPC-W measures server-based transactions in E-commerce environments (Anonymous, 1996).

The need for standard measures for XML data-processing environments has led to the development of XML-specific benchmarks. These include:

- The XOO7 benchmark is an XML version of the OO7 Benchmark with new elements and queries added to test the features that are unique in XML. The XOO7 benchmark tests focus on the data-centric query capabilities of object-oriented database systems (Bressan, Lee, Li, Lacroix, & Nambiar, Nov 2001). However this benchmark relies on an intricate Entity Relationship Diagram and XML does not support such relationships.
- The XMach-1 Benchmark is a multi-user benchmark designed for business-to-business applications and Web applications using XML as follows (Böhme & Rahm, 2001a). This benchmark limits the XML data to a simple structure. It supports both schema-based and schema-less XMS and allows implementing some functionality at application level.
- The XMark Benchmark consists of an application scenario that models an Internet auction site and 20 XQuery challenges designed to cover the essentials of XML query processing. The XMark Benchmark is a perfect benchmark to test a complete system, with front and back end, web-based (Schmidt et al., 2002).

The SQL domain benchmarks however, are not suitable for evaluating XML storage in SQL systems. They lack the support of XML-specific details, such as tree-traversing, parent-node navigation, structure preservation, decomposing and creation of XML documents. Comparing two fundamentally different paradigms such as NXD and relational databases requires a non-standard approach.

**SELECTING SUITABLE TEST DATABASES**

In order to study the behaviour of relational databases in comparison to XML data, we have to select two databases. Given the constraints of the testing hardware, these two databases needed to comply with the following rules:

- Represent a functionally different technical paradigm (NXD and Relational);
- Operate on an Intel/Windows platform (XP Professional)
- Experiencing an active lifecycle;
- Able to run stand-alone (no other software necessary).

The short lists of databases considered for selection is as follows:

**Native XML Database Systems**

- IPEDO by Ipedo (Commercial);
- Tamino by Software AG (Commercial);
- Exist by Exist Software (Open Source);
- Xindice (Open Source);
- X-Hive by X-Hive Corporation (Commercial).

Ipedo and Tamino are both sophisticated products, developed to act in co-operation with other products to deliver professional XML support on high volume transaction platforms. However, any attempt to run these database management systems on a single PC will not lead to a stable environment. Therefore, these databases do not comply with the rules we have defined. eXist and Xindice are both products of the Open Source community. Both products can handle the job well, though ease of use and installation could be enhanced but an administrator utility is not supported, which makes them unfit for the benchmark trials. X-Hive is a professional product, with some very pleasant features and the administrator utility supports XQuery queries and the response time is measured. The X-Hive native XML database was chosen as subject for the benchmark.

DB2 is a standard on many platforms and the new release Personal Edition has the XML Extender, which enables XML support. However, the installation of XML Extender unearthed some problems and a running installation could not be established. Microsoft SQL server is a standard on the Windows platform. Its support for XML looks very promising, but unfortunately, SQL server can only be run form Microsoft Server (NT/2000/2003). Microsoft Access is a standard on the PC/Windows platform. As a single tier or multi-tier database (via ODBC) the product has a long history of good performance. The 2003 edition has some interesting features, concerning import and translation of XML files and schemas. Microsoft Access fully complies with our rules and was chosen as the subject for the benchmark.

**CONSTRUCTING A BENCHMARK**

Benchmarking a native XML database and benchmarking a relational database can’t be done with exactly the same benchmark, because of the fundamental differences between the two platforms. A benchmark that has the capabilities to evaluate the performance of both type of systems can only be described on a meta-level. That is, the implementation of the queries will be different on every system. A relational database uses relational tables and SQL as query language; a native XML database uses collections and XML files as a single unit of storage and XQuery or XPath as the query language.

We had to develop our own benchmark that would be relevant to XML and Relational databases and some compromises had to be made. The translation of part of the queries from XQuery to SQL had to me manually performed. Additionally, Microsoft Access cannot automati-

The developed benchmark trials are based on the X-Mach1 Benchmark by Böhme and Rahm (Böhme & Rahm, 2001b). This is a multi-user
benchmark designed for B2B applications and the XML Query Use Cases (Chamberlin, Fankhauser, Florescu, Marchiori, & Robie, 2003). However, we did not focus on the multi-user component but concentrated on the special properties of the X-Mach1 benchmark for a single-user issuing queries form a local machine. The XMach-1 benchmark limits the XML data to be simple of data-structure and small in size. This suits perfectly well the limitations posed by the test platform. Additionally, the choice was made easier by the relatively easy implementation, the scalability and the fact that the queries were developed with the single user in mind. The XML use Case Queries are composed of 5 sets of queries, composed in XQuery format. These are:

- Standard queries: tests for the ability of the database to produce standard formatted output, based on a simple ‘select for’ clause.
- Hierarchical: this query tests the ability of the database to preserve the original hierarchical tree in the XML documents. The total test consists of 6 different queries.
- Sequential: although sequence is not significant in most traditional database systems or object systems, it can be quite significant in structured documents. The total test consists of 5 queries.
- Relational: one important use of XML will be the storage of relational data. This query describes a possible way in which this access might be accomplished. The target data consists of 3 linked tables. The total test consists of 18 queries.
- String: this query tests for simple string search in long structured documents, but makes use of comparison of strings. The total test consists of 5 queries.

To test the behaviour of loading and parsing, a 6th test was added, which loads 2 different XML documents, with a 132 Kbyte and 1.32 Mbyte file size. The native XML database must read and parse the nodes of the document object model and display them. The relational database has to read the XML file and convert it into relational tables. The XML documents and DTD’s are provided by the W3C Consortium. Every query set was run 10 times in order to achieve a good average and to omit start-up problems like pre-reading indices, buffering tables etc. X-Hive provides an administration utility that allows for XQueries to be run. After processing a query, the total processing time is displayed with the results.

The XML data which was used by the queries running on the X-Hive native XML database was imported into Access 2003 and relations between tables were created. The following step was to convert the XQuery commands into SQL. As the XQuery commands used in the benchmark were not very complicated this was not a major undertaking. To obtain the processing time of each query a small function was written in VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) which showed the processing time after the display of the query results. All the queries (for both native XML and relational database) were run in single user mode, on a 2.4 Mhz Pentium IV PC fitted with 512 Mb of RAM, a 120 Gb hard disk and Windows XP Home edition as operating system.

### RELATIVE COMPARISONS

In this section we have shown the results of the benchmark applied against the native XML database and against the relational database. A comparative chart is then used to highlight the differences.

Figure 1 shows the average scores calculated from all passes for all query types of the benchmark tests for the X-Hive database. This diagram is created by taking the absolute values of every query of the different types and converting them to averages for every pass. Every query type is represented by a different colour, as shown in the legend. As the different parts of the benchmark consist of an unequal amount of queries, producing a coherent diagram is not possible.

Obvious is the overall average scores which stay in a 50 milliseconds bandwidth. All scores stay below a 60 millisecond border, except for the Sequence, pass 1, which took 170 milliseconds. Even the Relational part, where one should expect some difficulties as real relationships do not exist in native XML databases, and various physical files must be accessed, the score showed no significant deviation.

Microsoft Access has 2 different modes supporting queries, in the SQL window, or with the help of the query builder. If the latter is chosen, the query is automatically translated into SQL. The Hierarchical query of the benchmark was not applicable to Access, as Access cannot produce XML output automatically and directly from within a query. To do so, a report has to be defined and exported to XML, which is technically feasible. This action has not been taken into account.

Figure 2 shows the average scores calculated from all passes for all query types (except hierarchical), of the benchmark tests for the MS Access database. All the queries run in Access stay below a 10 millisecond border, which is significantly faster then X-Hive. Access shows a more incoherent behaviour compared with X-Hive. The Relational query showed some higher values when a particular query was executed (inner join).

### Table 1. Comparative Times for Benchmark of Native XML vs Relational Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query Type</th>
<th>X-Hive</th>
<th>Access 2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>28.48</td>
<td>5.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchy</td>
<td>16.73</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>34.35</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational</td>
<td>22.02</td>
<td>4.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full string</td>
<td>26.63</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Average Scores for X-Hive Benchmark

Figure 2. Average Scores for MS Access Benchmark
The XML data is read and converted automatically into tables. This imposed no problem as the XML data for the benchmark consists of single files. The import of relational XML data, where separate XML files are related, is disappointing. Access is able to read the relationships out of the W3C consortiums compatible schema and creates the different tables and keys, but does not provide the relationship itself. This needed human intervention. The relationships have been converted into 3rd normal form.

Table 1 shows averaged comparative times over all passes for the different query types of the native XML and relational databases. These are represented graphically in Figure 3.

CONCLUSION

Given the results of the benchmark trials presented in the previous section there is a significant difference between native XML and relational SQL. Access does run the equivalent of the XQuery queries much faster than X-Hive. This is of course except for the Hierarchical queries. These could not be converted as SQL does not support the count of XML-elements and the converted XML data exists in tables not identifiable as XML data anymore. Access is on average about 6.17 times faster than X-Hive in all query types.

We can further conclude that XML, converted (or scattered) into relational tables can be accessed much faster (about 7 times faster) than the native XML counterpart, provided that the data has not to be presented in its native format. However, that be a concern only if the relational database is part of a ‘chain’ in which XML is the native format such as in Web applications. In legacy systems, where XML is only of any importance as intermediate format (middleware), this should be not of any problem.

Currently it seems that the relational database is very well suited for handling XML data, provided that the XML contents/structure is mapped adequately to the applicable tables, rows and columns and that relationships between the tables are established in a proper way. If developers of relational database systems can further enhance the XML functionality, in a sense that handling XML data does not demand an in-depth knowledge of XML as architecture and/or the structure of the applicable XML data, relational SQL databases provide all the necessary functionality needed.

An interesting area for future research would be the applicability of Object Oriented Databases for storing XML documents. We have ignored then in this study, but they may well be better equipped to serve as prime storage for XML documents.
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